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1SEK/M-KP

2 WIRE VIDEO KIT WITH ACCESS CONTROL - 1SEK/M-KP

One-way video intercom kit based on 2 wires, not polarized technology with integrated
access control feature. The LCD-TFT monitor is 7" sized, hands free with touch screen
feature and soft touch buttons: it delivers good audio quality and very user friendly
operation. The monitor and system programming can be done by multi language OSD
menu with icons which allows also to program date and time, select call chime for door
bell, external call and intercommunication among different tones and choose different
volumes for the call ring during night and day. Moreover the system can automatically
record a picture of the caller or, adding an optional SD card, a 10 seconds video
footage. The external station is robust and compact, it is also featured with touch sense
keypad and multi colour back lighting: special care has been put on the design for a
modern and nice appeal. It provides access control features allowing to program up to
40 code passwords for door unlock. It is suitable for surface mounting and the name
plate is even blue back lighted. It can also drive a door lock (DC or AC). The system
power supply is a DIN rail type. It is possible to install an additional monitor into the
same apartment and the intercommunicating facility also available. Other accessories:
wall bracket for monitor, sun shield for external station and fixing accessories. MAIN

CHARACTERISTICS
FUNCTIONS

TECHNICAL
FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

material: Stainless steel

mounting:
wall mounting: Surface

colour: White monitor

hand-free: Yes

display: 7"

button number: 1

back-lighting colour: blue

vision angle: 170°

video memory: Yes

password: Yes

supply voltage: 110-230Vac

max current consumption: 36W

height cm 28,5

width cm 9,4

depth cm 4,5
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